
C++
Definition of Object Oriented programming (OOP):-
Object-oriented programming is an approach that provides a way of     

modularizing programs by creating partitioned memory area for both 

data and functions that can be used as templates for creating copies of 

such modules on demand. 

1.Gives importance to data rather than algorithm.

2.It follows Bottom-up structures.

3.Every thing is viewed as an object

4.It includes features like data hiding, polymorphism, encapsulation and

message passing.



Concepts of OOP:-

1.Objects 

2.Classes 

3.Inheritance 

4.Data Abstraction and Data Encapsulation 

5.Polymorphism 

6.Reusability 



1.Object:-

Object is the basic unit of object-oriented programming. Objects are 

identified by its unique name. An object represents a particular 

instance of a class. There can be more than one instance of an 

object. Each instance of an object can hold its own relevant data. An 

Object is a collection of data members and associated member 

functions also known as methods. 



Object

DATA:

name

marks

address

FUNCTION:

total

display

STUDENT



2.Class:-

Classes are data types based on which objects are created. Objects
with similar properties and methods are grouped together to form a
Class. Thus a Class represent a set of individual objects.
Characteristics of an object are represented in a class as Properties.
The actions that can be performed by objects becomes functions of
the class and is referred to as Methods.

For example consider we have a Class Student .Name, marks and
address forms the Properties of the Student class called Data
members and the associated actions i.e., object functions like total,
display forms the Methods or member functions.

No memory is allocated when a class is created. Memory is allocated
only when an object is created, i.e., when an instance of a class is
created.



3.Inheritance:-

Inheritance is the process of forming a new class from an existing class or 
base class. The base class is also known as parent class or super class, The 
new class that is formed is called derived class. Derived class is also known 
as a child class or sub class. Inheritance helps in reducing the overall code 
size of the program, which is an important concept in object-oriented 
programming. 

Advantages:

1.It is required for extending the functionality of an existing class.

2.It can be used to establish “a kind of” relationship.

3.It helps in reuse of an existing class by derived class.

4.The redundancy among classes can be reduced.



4.Data Abstraction and Encapsulation:-
Data Abstraction increases the power of programming language by 

creating user defined data types. Data Abstraction refers to the act 

of representing essential features without including the background 

details or explanations.

The advantage of abstraction is that one can use an object without 

knowing  its background details. This helps the user to use an object 

with minimum information i.e. just enough information about how 

to interact through the external interfaces. Since the classes use the 

concept of data abstraction, they are also known as Abstract Data 

Type.



Data Encapsulation means the binding of data and functions into a 

single unit called class .Thus, the inner parts of the program are 

sealed or encapsulated to protect from accidental tampering.

Advantages:

1.Data Security: The data is not accidentally corrupted by external 

world.

2.It ensures that changes to data and functions of an object can be 

made without affecting other objects.



5.Polymorphism:-

Polymorphism means ability to take more than one 

form.Overloading refers to the use of same things for different 
purposes. Overloading is kind of polymorphism.

Two types of Overloading:

1.Operator Overloading.

2.Function Overloading.

Operator Overloading:

The process of making an operator to exhibit different behaviors in 
different instances is called as operator overloading. For e.g., 
operator
(+) performs sum operation when integer type and if operands are 
strings types then operation is string concatenation.



Function Overloading

It refers to the use of one function name to perform different 

purposes or tasks.

Triangle

area(triangle)

Rectangle

area(rectangle)

Compute

area()

Circle

area(circle)



Types of Polymorphism:

1.Static Binding or Compile Time Polymorphism.

2.Dynamic Binding or Run Time Polymorphism.

Binding refers to connecting the function call to the code to be 

executed in response to the call.

Static Binding or Compile Time Polymorphism:

Static Binding means that the code associated with the function call 

is linked at compile time. Static Binding is also known as early 

binding or compile time polymorphism. For e.g., when an 

overloaded function is called, the compiler matches the arguments 

passed with the formal arguments of the various functions with the 

same name. Once the match is found, it associates that code of the 

function with the call.



Dynamic Binding or Run Time Polymorphism:

Dynamic binding means that the code associated with the function 

call is linked at run time. Dynamic binding is also known as late 

binding or run time polymorphism. To implement dynamic binding, 

we need virtual functions. These are special type of member 

functions which are defined in base class and are redefined in 

derived classes.



6.Reusability:-

This term refers to the ability for multiple programmers to use the 

same written and debugged existing class of data. This is a time 

saving device and adds code efficiency to the language. 

Additionally, the programmer can incorporate new features to the 

existing class, further developing the application and allowing users 

to achieve increased performance. This time saving feature 

optimizes code, helps in gaining secured applications and facilitates 

easier maintenance on the application. 



Structure of C++ Program

Include files

Class Declaration

Member function Definitions

Main function program



Example of C++ Program

//Program to read employee details and to output the data

#include <iostream.h>

#include<conio.h> 

class employee // Class Declaration 

{
private:
char empname[50];
int empno;
public:

void getvalue()
{

cout<<“Enter Employee Name:";
cin>>empname;
cout<<“Enter Employee Number:";
cin>>empno;

}



void display()
{

cout<<"Employee Name:"<<empname<<endl;
cout<<"Employee Number:"<<empno<<endl;

}
};

main()

{

employee e1; // Creation of Object
e1.getvalue();
e1.displayvalue();

}



Explanation of C++ Program

1.  The // in first line is used for representing comment in the program. 

2.  The second line of the program has a # symbol which represents the 

preprocessor directive followed by header file to be included placed between 

< >.

3.  The next structure present in the program is the class definition. This starts 

with the keyword class followed by class name employee. Within the class 

are data and functions. The data defined in the class are generally private and 

functions are public. The class declaration ends with a semicolon. 

4.  main() function is present in all C++ programs. 

5.  An object e1 is created in employee class. Using this e1 the functions present 

in the employee class are accessed and there by data are accessed. 

6.  The input namely ename and eno is got using the input statement namely cin

and the values are outputted using the output statement namely cout. 



Specifying a Class:-

A class is a way to bind the data and its associated functions 

together. It allows the data (and functions) to be hidden ,if necessary 

from external use .When defining a class ,we are creating a new 

abstract data type that can be treated like any other built-in data 

type. Generally, a class specification has two parts:

1.Class Declaration.

2.Class function definitions.



Class Declaration:-

The Class declaration describes the type and scope of its member.

The general form of class declaration is:

class class_name

{

private:

variable declarations;

function declarations;

public:

variable declarations;

function declarations;

}



The class declaration is similar to a struct declaration. The 

keyword class specifies, that what follows is an abstract data of 

type class_name.The body of a class is enclosed within braces and 

terminated by a semicolon. The class body contains the 

declaration of variables and functions. These functions and 

variables are collectively called class members.

They are usually grouped into two sections:

1.Public

2.Private

These are the visibility labels to denote which of the members are 

private and which of them are public.



Visibility Labels:-

There are two types of visibility modes:-

1.Private

2.Public

1.Private:-The class members that have been declared as private can be 
accessed only from within the class. also. The data hiding using private 
declaration) is the key feature of object-oriented programming. The use of 
private keyword is optional. By default, the members of a class are private.

If both the labels are missing,then,by default, all the members are private. 
Such a class is completely hidden from the outside world and does not 
serve any purpose.

2.Public:-Public members can be accessed from outside the class also.



Data Members & Member Functions:-

The variable declared inside the class are known as data members

and the functions are known as member functions. Only the member 

functions can have access to the private data members and member 

functions. However, the public members (both functions and data) can 

be accessed from outside the class. The binding of data and functions 

together into a single class-type variable is called an encapsulation.



Creating Objects:-

class item

{

int number; //variables declaration

float cost; //private by default

public:

void getdata(int a, float b); //public member function

};

Declaration of class named item does not define any objects of 

item but only specifies what they will contain. Once a class has 

been declared, we can create variables of that type by using the 

class name. For e.g., 

item x;



In C++, the class variables are known as objects. Therefore, x is 

called an object of type example. We may also declare more than 

one object in one statement. For Example:

item x,  ;

The declaration of object is similar to that of a variable of any basic 

type. The necessary memory space is allocated to an object.



Accessing Class Members:-

The private data of a class can be accessed only through the member 

functions of that class.The main() cannot contain statements that 

access private members of the class.The following is the format for 

calling a member function:

object-name.function-name(actual arguments);

For example:

x.get(56,89.90);

This statement is valid.



A private variable cannot be accessed by an object .But the public variable 
can be accessed by the object or example;

class xyz

{

int a; //private data member

public:

int b; //public data member

};

main()

{

xyz p;

p.a=10;      //won‟t work

p.b=100;

}



Defining Member Functions:-

Member functions can be defined in two places:

1.Outside the class definition.

2.Inside the class definition.

1.Outside the class definition

Member functions that are declared inside a class have to be 
defined separately outside the class.The general form of a member 
function definition is:

return-type class-name :: function-name (argument 
declaration)

{

function body

}



The membership label class-name :: tells the compiler that the 
function function-name belongs to the class class-name. That is, 
the scope of the function is restricted to the class-name specified in 
the header line. The symbol :: is called the scope resolution
operator.

Example:

class abc

{

int a;

public:

void get();

};

void abc::get()

{ 

cout<<“enter a”;

cin>>a;

}



void main()

{

abc p;

p.get();

getch();

}



2.Inside the class definition

Another method of defining a member function is to replace the 
function declaration by the actual function definition inside the 
class. Normally, only small functions are defined inside the class 
definition. For example,

class abc

{

int a;

public:

void getdata()

{ 

cout<<“enter a”;

cin>>a;

}

};



Array within a class:-

The array can be used as member variables in a class.for example;

Class list

{

int a[10];

public:

void getdata();

void putdata();

};

void list::getdata()

{

cout<<“enter 10 numbers”;

for(int i=0;i<=9;i++)

cin>>a[i];

}



void list::putdata()

{

cout<<“you have entered”;

for(i=0;i<=9;i++)

cout<<a[i];

}

void main()

{

list x;

x.getdata();

x.putdata();

getch();

}



Scope Resolution Operator:

In C, the global version of a variable cannot be accessed from 

within the inner block. C++ resolves this problem by introducing a 

new operator :: called scope resolution operator. This can be used 

to uncover  a hidden variable. It takes the following form:

:: variable-name

This operator allows access to the global version of a variable. A 

major application of the scope resolution operator is in the classes 

to identify the class to which a member function belongs.



#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

int m=10;

void main()

{

int m=20;

{

int m=30;

cout<<m;

cout<<::m;

}

cout<<m;

cout<<::m;

}



Manipulators:-

Manipulators are operators used in C++ for formatting output. The data is 
manipulated by the programmer's choice of display. 

There are numerous manipulators available in C++. Some of the more 
commonly used manipulators are provided here below: 

1.endl Manipulator: This manipulator has the same functionality as   

the 'n' newline character. 

2.setw Manipulator:This manipulator sets the minimum field width

on output. The syntax is: 

setw(x) 

setw causes the number or string that follows it to be printed within 

a field of x characters wide and x is the argument set in setw manipulator. 
The header file that must be included while using setw manipulator is .



3.setprecision Manipulator: 

The setprecision Manipulator is used with floating point numbers. It is used 
to set the number of digits printed to the right of the decimal point. This 
may be used in two forms: 

1.fixed 

2.scientific

These two forms are used when the keywords fixed or scientific are 
appropriately used before the setprecision manipulator. The keyword fixed 
before the setprecision manipulator prints the floating point number in 
fixed notation. The keyword scientific, before the setprecision manipulator, 
prints the floating point number in scientific notation. 



Nesting of member functions:

A member function can be called by using its name inside another 
member function of the same class. It is known as nesting of member 
function. 

/*Program illustrates this feature*/

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class large

{

int m,n;

public:

void getvalue()

{

cout<<“Enter values of m and n”;

cin>>m>>n;

}



int largest();

void display();

};

int large::largest()

{

if(m>n)

return(m);

else

return(n);

}

void large::display()

{

cout<<“values of m & n are:”<<m<<n;



cout<<“largest value is”<<largest();

}

void main()

{

large a;

a.getvalue();

a.display();

getch();

}



Static Data members:
A data member of a class can be specified as static. It has following 

characteristics:

1. It is initialized to zero when the first object of its class is created.

2. Only one copy of that member is created for the entire class and is 

shared   

by all the objects of that class.

3. It is visible only within the class, but its lifetime is in the entire 

program.

A static data member can be used as a counter that records the

occurrences of all the objects. 

/* program illustrates the use of  a static data member*/

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class item

{

static int count;

int num;



Public:

void getdata(int a)

{

num=a;

count++;

}

void getcount()

{

cout<<“count=”<<endl<<count;

}

};

int item::count;

void main()

{

item a, b, c;



a.getcount();

b.getcount();

c.getcount();

cout<<“Getting data into objects a, b and c”<<endl;

a.getdata(100);

b.getdata(200);

c.getdata(300);

cout<<”After reading data”<<endl;

a.getcount();

b.getcount();

c.getcount();

getch();

}



Output:

Count=0

Count=0

Count=0

Getting data into objects a, b and c 

After reading data

Count=3

Count=3

Count=3



Static Members Functions:
As a static data members, we can also have a static member functions. It 

has following characteristics:

1.A static member function can have access to only other static data 
member or

member function.

2.A static member function can called using the class name as:

class-name:: function-name;

A static member function displays the number of objects created till that 
moment.

/* program illustrates the use of  a static member function*/

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class item

{

static int count;

int objnum;



public:

void setobjnum()

{

objnum=++count;

}

void display()

{

cout<<“Object number is =“<<objnum;

}

void showcount()

{

cout<<“Count is =“<<count;

}

};

int item::count;

void main()

{



int t1, t2;

t1.setobjnum();

t2.setobjnum();

item::showcount();

item t3;

t3.setobjnum();

item::showcount();

t1.setobjnum();

t2.setobjnum();

t3.setobjnum();

getch();

}



Array of Objects:
We can also have arrays of variables that are of the type class. Such 
variables are called arrays of objects.

/*Program illustrates the use of object arrays*/

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class employee

{

int name[30];

float age;

public:

void getdata()

{

cout<<“Enter the name and age “;

cin>>name>>age;

}

void display();

};



void employee::display()

{

cout<<“Name and Age are:”<<name<<endl<<age;

}

void main()

{

employee emp[3];

for(i=0;i<=3;i++)

{

cout<<“Details of employees”<<i+1;

emp[i].getdata();

}

for(i=0;i<=3;i++)

{

emp[i].display();

}

getch(); }



Nesting of member functions :A member function 
can be called by using its name inside another member 
function of the same class. It is known as nesting of member 
function. 

/* Program */

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class large

{

int m,n;

public:

void getvalue()

{

cout<<“Enter values of m and n”;

cin>>m>>n;

}



int largest();

void display();

};

int large::largest()

{

if(m>n)

return(m);

else

return(n);

}

void large::display()

{

cout<<“values of m & n are:”<<m<<n;



cout<<“largest value is”<<largest();

}

void main()

{

large a;

a.getvalue();

a.display();

getch();

}



Static Data members:
A data member of a class can be specified as static. It has 

following characteristics:

1. It is initialized to zero when the first object of its class is 

created.

2. Only one copy of that member is created for the entire class 

and is shared  by all the objects of that class.

3. It is visible only within the class, but its lifetime is in the    

entire program.

A static data member can be used as a counter that records the 

occurrences of all the objects. 

/* program illustrates the use of  a static data member*/

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class item

{

static int count;

int num;



Public:

void getdata(int a)

{

num=a;

count++;

}

void getcount()

{

cout<<“count=”<<endl<<count;

}

};

int item::count;

void main()

{

item a, b, c;



a.getcount();

b.getcount();

c.getcount();

cout<<“Getting data into objects a, b and c”<<endl;

a.getdata(100);

b.getdata(200);

c.getdata(300);

cout<<”After reading data”<<endl;

a.getcount();

b.getcount();

c.getcount();

getch();

}



Output:

Count=0

Count=0

Count=0

Getting data into objects a, b and c 

After reading data

Count=3

Count=3

Count=3



Static Members Functions:
As a static data members, we can also have a static member 
functions. It has following characteristics:

1.A static member function can have access to only other 

static data member or

member function.

2.A static member function can called using the class name as:

class-name:: function-name;

A static member function displays the number of objects 

created till that moment.

/* program illustrates the use of  a static member function*/

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class item

{

static int count;

int objnum;



public:

void setobjnum()

{

objnum=++count;

}

void display()

{

cout<<“Object number is =“<<objnum;

}

void showcount()

{

cout<<“Count is =“<<count;

}

};

int item::count;

void main()

{



int t1, t2;

t1.setobjnum();

t2.setobjnum();

item::showcount();

item t3;

t3.setobjnum();

item::showcount();

t1.setobjnum();

t2.setobjnum();

t3.setobjnum();

getch();

}



Friend Function:

C++ allows the common function to be made 

friendly with both the classes, allowing the function 

to have access to the private data members of the 

class. To make outside function friendly to a class 

we simply declare this function as a friend of the 

class.

/* program */

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class sample

{

private:

int a,b;



public:
void setvalues()
{
a=5;
b=10;
}
friend int sum(sample s);
};
int sum(sample s)
{
return(s.a+s.b);
}
Void main()
{
sample s1;
s1.setvalues();
cout<<“Sum is =“<<sum(s1);
getch();
}  



Object as a Function argument:
An object may be used as function argument. This can be 

done in two ways:

1. copy of the entire function is passed to the function.

2. address of object is transferred to the function.

/* Program */

#include<iostream.h>

class time

{

private:

int minutes,hours;

public:

void getdata(int m, int h)

{ minutes=m; hours=h;}

void display()

{



cout<<“minutes and hours are”<<minutes<<hours;
}
void  sum(time t1,time t2)
{
minutes=t1.minutes+t2.minutes;
hours=minutes/60;
hours=hours+t1.hours+t2.hours;
};
void main()
{
time T1,T2,T3;
T1.getdata(2,45);
T2.getdata(4,20);
T3.sum(T1,T2);
T1.display();
T2.display();
T3.display();
getch();
}



Constructor:
A constructor is a special member function whose task is to 

initialize the object of its class. Constructor  is invoked whenever 

an object of its class is created.

Characteristics:

1. It should be declared in public section .

2. Invoked automatically when object is created.

3. It can have default arguments.

Constructors can be divide into 3 categories:

* Default constructor

* Parameterized constructor

* Copy constructor



1. Default constructor: A constructor that accepts 

no parameters is called default constructor.

/* Program */

#include<iostream.h>

class item

{

private:

int m,n;

public:

item()

{ m=0;  n=0; }

void display()

{

cout<<m<<n;

}

};



void main()
{
item i;
i.display();
getch();
}

2. Parameterized constructor: A constructor that can 
take arguments is called parameterized 
constructor.
/* program */
#include<iostream.h>
class item
{
private:
int m,n;



public:
item( int x, int y)
{ m=x;  n=y; }
void display()
{
cout<<m<<n;
}
};
void main()
{
item i(100,200);
i.display();
getch();
}

3. Copy Constructor: A copy constructor is used to 
declare and initialize an object from another 
object.



 /* Program */
#include<iostream.h>
class item
{
private:
int id;
public:
item( int a)
{ id=a; }
item( item &x1)
{
id=x1.id;
}
void display()
{
cout<<id;
}
};



void main()

{

item a(100);

item b(a);

item c=a;

a.display();

b.display();

c.display();

getch();

}



Destructors:Destructors are usually used to 

deallocate memory and do other cleanup for a class object and 

its class members when the object is destroyed. A destructor is 

called for a class object when that object passes out of scope or 

is explicitly deleted. A destructor is a member function with 

the same name as its class prefixed by a ~ (tilde). 

/* Program */

class student

{ 

private: 

char name[20];

int roll;

public: 

student( ); //Constructor 



~student( ); //Destructor 

void read( ); 
void display( );
}; 
student :: student( ) 
{ 
cout<<”This is Student Details”<<endl; 
}
void student :: read( )
{ 
cout<<”Enter the student Name”; 
cin>>name; 
cout<<”Enter the student roll no “; 
cin>>roll; 
} 
void stu dent:: display( ) 
{ 
cout<<”Student Name :”<<name<<endl;



cout<<”Roll no is :”<<roll<<endl;

} 

student: : ~student( )

{

cout<<”Student Detail is Closed”; 

} 

void main( ) 

{ 

student s;

clrscr( );

s.read ( );

s.display ( ); 

getch( );

}



 Inline Function:Inline function is the optimization technique 
used by the compilers. One can simply prepend inline 
keyword to function prototype to make a function inline. 
Inline function instruct compiler to insert complete body of 
the function wherever that function got used in code.

Advantages :-
1) It does not require function calling overhead.
2) It also save overhead of variables push/pop on the stack, 
while function calling.
3) It also save overhead of return call from a function.
4) It increases locality of reference by utilizing instruction 
cache.

/* Program */

#include<iostream.h>

inline float mul(int a, int b)

{

retrun(a*b);

}



inline float div(int p, int q)

{

return(p/q);

}

void main()

{

int x=2.5;

int y= 4.3;

cout<<“multiplication is=“<<mul(x,y);

cout<<“division is=“<<div(x,y);

getch();

}



TYPES OF INHERITANCE:

1) Single Inheritance: A derived class with only one base 
class is called single inheritance.

2) Multilevel Inheritance: The mechanism of deriving a 
class from another „derived class 'is known as 
multilevel inheritance. 

A

B



3) Multiple Inheritance: A derived class with several 

base classes is called Multiple Inheritance

A

B

C



4) Hybrid Inheritance:

A

B C

A

B C

D



5) Hierarchical Inheritance: When one class may be 

inherited by more than one class. This is called 

Hierarchical Inheritance.

A

B C D



VISIBILITY MODE IN HERITANCE:

1.Public Derivation: A public derivation informs the 

compiler that the object of the derived class can 

access the public as well as the protected member 

of the base class. The private members in base class 

remain private in the base class.

Syntax:

class base_class

{

};

class derived_class:public base_class

{

};



2.Private Derivation: It informs the compiler that 

the object of the derived class can‟t access even the 

public base class member functions. In other words, 

each public member in the base class is private in 

the derived class, each protected member in the 

base class is private in the derived class.

Syntax:

class base_class

{

};

class derived_class:private base_class

{

};



3.Protected Derivation: A member function declared
as protected is accessible by the member functions
within its class and any class immediately derived
from it. It cannot be accessed by the functions
outside these two classes.

i) When a protected member is inherited in public
mode, it becomes protected in the derived class too and
therefore is accessible by the member functions of the
derived class. It is also ready for further inheritance.
ii) When a protected member is inherited in the private
mode derivation, it becomes private in the derived
class. Although it is available to the member functions
of the derived class, it is not available for further

inheritance since private members cannot be inherited.



SINGLE INHERITANCE: 

Class base

{

Private:

char name;

int rollno;

public:

void getdata()

{

cout<<“enter name and roll no”;

cin>>name>>rollno;

}

void display()



{
cout<<“Name and rollno is –”<<name<<rollno;
}
};
class derived: public base
{
private int sub1,sub2;
public:
void enterdata()
{
getdata();
cout<<“enter marks of two subjects”;
cin>>sub1>>sub2;
}



void putdata()

{

display();

cout<<“marks are”<<sub1<<sub2;

}

};

void main()

{

derived d1;

d1.enterdata();

d1.putdata();

getch();

}



MULTILEVEL INHERITANCE:

Class base

{

Private:

char name;

int rollno;

public:

void getdata()

{

cout<<“enter name and roll no”;

cin>>name>>rollno;

}

void display()



{

cout<<“Name and rollno is –”<<name<<rollno;

}

};

class derived: public base

{

private int sub1,sub2;

public:

void enterdata()

{

getdata();

cout<<“enter marks of two subjects”;

cin>>sub1>>sub2;

}



void putdata()

{

display();

cout<<“marks are”<<sub1<<sub2;

}

};

class result()

{

private:

int total1;

public:

void total()

{



void enterdata();

total1=sub1+sub2;

cout<<“Total is =“<<total1;

}

};

void main()

{

result r;

r.total();

r.enterdata();

r.putdata();

getch();

}



Operator overloading: Overloading a unary operator is

similar to overloading a binary operator except that there is one

Operand to deal with. When you overload a unary operator using

a member function, the function has no parameters. Since, there

is only one operand, it is this operand that generates the call to

the operator function. There is no need for another parameter.

/* Program of Unary operator*/

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

class complex

{

int a,b,c;

public:

complex(){}



void getvalue()

{

cout<<"Enter the Two Numbers:“

cin>>a>>b;

}

void operator+

{

a=++a;

b=++b;

}

void display()

{

cout<<a<<"+\t"<<b<<"i"<<endl;

}

};



void main()

{

clrscr();

complex obj;

obj.getvalue();

obj++;

cout<<"Increment Complex Number\n";

obj.display();

getch();

}

Output:

Enter the two numbers: 3 6 

Increment Complex Number

4 + 7i



Polymorphism: One of the essential features of an object-

Oriented programming language Polymorphism means many  

Shapes. Connecting a function call to a function body is called 

binding .When a function is called, which function definition to 

invoke, when there are more than one definitions. Types of 

binding

1. Static or Early binding

2. Dynamic or Late binding

1. Early Binding: At compile time, it is known which function 

definition will be invoked upon function call Can be function

Overloading. 

/* Program of Early Binding*/ 

void Function(int val) /

{

cout << “Integer value is: ” << val;

}



void main() 

{

Function(5);

Function(„C‟);

}

Late binding: The Function definition decided late at run 

time.

/* Program*/

class Base 

{

public:

virtual void Display() 

{

cout << “Base Class”;

}

};



class Derived : public Base 

{

public:

void Display() 

{

cout << “Derived Class”;

}

};

void main() 

{

Derived derivedObj; 

Base* ptr;        

ptr = &derivedObj; 

ptr->Display();

}



Virtual Functions: A virtual function can have a definition in 

Base class, called in case derived class does not override that

function. A virtual function declaration contains virtual keyword

/*Example*/

class MyClass 

{

public:

virtual void MyFunction() 

{

cout << “virtual function”;

}

};



Pure Virtual Functions: Pure virtual function ensures that all derived 
classes must override it . A pure virtual function, can have (optional) 
definition in base class. Pure virtual function declaration end with 0.

/*Example*/

class Shape 

{

public:

virtual void Draw() = 0; 

};

class Line : public Shape 

{ 

public:

void Draw()

{ 

cout << “Line is being drawn”;

}

};



Templates:

Function Template: Function templates are special functions that can operate with 

generic types. This allows us to create a function template whose functionality can be 

adapted to more than one type or class without repeating the entire code for each type. 

In C++ this can be achieved using template parameters. A template parameter is a 

special kind of parameter that can be used to pass a type as argument: just like regular 

function parameters can be used to pass values to a function. The format for declaring 

function templates with type parameters is: 

template< Class Identifier> function_declaration; 

For example, to create a template function that returns the greater one of two objects 

we could use:

template < class T> T sum(T n);

To use this function template we use the following format for the function call:

function_name<Type> (parameters);



// function template

#include<iostream.h>

Template<class T>

T square(T n)

{

return(n*n);

}

int main()

{

int x,sq;

cout<<“Enter value of x”;

cin>>x;

sq=square(x);

cout<<“Square is =“ <<sq;

return 0;

}



Class templates: We also have the possibility to write class templates, so that 

a class can have members that use template parameters as types. 

For example: 

#include<iostram.h>

Template<class T>

Class sum

{

T val1,val2;

public:

void getdata(int x, int y);

void display();

};

Template<class T>

T sum<T>::getdata()



{

val1=x;

val2=y;

}

Template<class T>

T sum<T>::display()

{

T sum1;

sum1=val1+val2;

cout<<“Sum is =“<<sum1;

}

int main()

{

sum <int> obj;

obj.getdata(10,20);



obj.display();

return 0;

}

Exception Handling:

Exceptions provide a way to react to exceptional circumstances (like runtime errors) in

our program by transferring control to special functions called handlers. To catch

Exceptions We must place a portion of code under exception inspection. This is done by

enclosing that portion of code in a try block. When an exceptional circumstance arises

within that block, an exception is thrown that transfers the control to the exception

handler. If no exception is thrown, the code continues normally and all handlers are

ignored. A exception is thrown by using the throw keyword from inside the try block.

Exception handlers are declared with the keyword catch, which must be placed

immediately after the try block: 

Example:

#include<iostream.h>

Int main()

{



try

{

throw 20;

}

catch( int e)

{

cout<<“ An exception occurred”<<endl;

cout<<“ Exception no.=”<<e;

}

return 0;

}

OUTPUT:

An Exception occurred

Exception no.=e



C++ Files and Streams

C++ views each files as a sequence of bytes. Each file ends 

with an end-of-file marker. When a file is opened, an 
object is

created and a stream is associated with the object. To 
perform

file processing in C++, the header files <iostream.h> and

<fstream.h> must be included. <fstream.> includes 
<ifstream>

and <ofstream> 



Creating a sequential file

// Create a sequential file

#include <iostream.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <stdlib.h>  

int main()

{

// ofstream constructor opens file

ofstream outClientFile( "clients.dat", ios::out ); 

if ( !outClientFile ) {  // overloaded ! operator

cerr << "File could not be opened" << endl;

exit( 1 );    // prototype in stdlib.h

}



Sequential file
cout << "Enter the account, name, and balance.\n"

<< "Enter end-of-file to end input.\n? ";

int account;

char name[ 30 ];

float balance;

while ( cin >> account >> name >> balance ) {

outClientFile << account << ' ' << name

<< ' ' << balance << '\n';

cout << "? ";

}

return 0;  // ofstream destructor closes file

}



File Open Modes

ios:: app - (append) write all output to the end of file

ios:: ate - data can be written anywhere in the file

ios:: binary - read/write data in binary format

ios:: in  - (input) open a file for input

ios::out - (output) open afile for output

ios: trunc -(truncate) discard the files‟ contents if it exists



Reading and printing a sequential file

// Reading and printing a sequential file

#include <iostream.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <iomanip.h>

#include <stdlib.h>  

void outputLine( int, const char *, double );

int main()

{

// ifstream constructor opens the file

ifstream inClientFile( "clients.dat", ios::in );

if ( !inClientFile ) {

cerr << "File could not be opened\n";

exit( 1 );

}



Int account;

char name[ 30 ];

double balance;

cout << setiosflags( ios::left ) << setw( 10 ) << "Account" 

<< setw( 13 ) << "Name" << "Balance\n";

while ( inClientFile >> account >> name >> balance )

outputLine( account, name, balance );

return 0;  // ifstream destructor closes the file

}

void outputLine( int acct, const char *name, double bal )

{

cout << setiosflags( ios::left ) << setw( 10 ) << acct 

<< setw( 13 ) << name << setw( 7 ) << setprecision( 2 )

<< resetiosflags( ios::left )

<< setiosflags( ios::fixed | ios::showpoint )

<< bal << '\n';

}



File position pointer

<istream> and <ostream> classes provide member 

functions for repositioning the file pointer (the byte 

number of the next byte in the file to be read or to be 

written.)

These member functions are:

seekg (seek get) for istream class

seekp (seek put) for ostream class



Member functions tellg() and tellp().

Member functions tellg and tellp are provided to return the current 

locations of the get and put pointers, respectively.

long location = inClientFile.tellg();

To move the pointer relative to the current location use ios:cur

inClientFile.seekg(n, ios:cur) - moves the file get pointer n bytes 

forward.



Random access files
Instant access is possible with random access files. 

Individual records of a random access file can be 

accessed directly (and quickly) without searching 

many other records.



Creating a random access file

// Creating a randomly accessed file sequentially

#include <iostream.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include "clntdata.h"

int main()

{

ofstream outCredit( "credit1.dat", ios::out);

if ( !outCredit ) {

cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;

exit( 1 );

}



Writing data randomly to a random file

#include <iostream.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include "clntdata.h"

int main()

{

ofstream outCredit( "credit.dat", ios::ate );

if ( !outCredit ) {

cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;

exit( 1 );

}



cout << "Enter account number "

<< "(1 to 100, 0 to end input)\n? ";

clientData client;

cin >> client.accountNumber;

while ( client.accountNumber > 0 && 

client.accountNumber <= 100 ) {

cout << "Enter lastname, firstname, balance\n? ";

cin >> client.lastName >> client.firstName

>> client.balance;



outCredit.seekp( ( client.accountNumber - 1 ) * 

sizeof( clientData ) );

outCredit.write( 

reinterpret_cast<const char *>( &client ), 

sizeof( clientData ) );

cout << "Enter account number\n? ";

cin >> client.accountNumber;

}

return 0;

}
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Reading data from a random file

#include <iostream.h>

#include <iomanip.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include "clntdata.h"

void outputLine( ostream&, const clientData & );

int main()

{

ifstream inCredit( "credit.dat", ios::in );

if ( !inCredit ) {

cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl;

exit( 1 );

}



cout << setiosflags( ios::left ) << setw( 10 ) << 

"Account"

<< setw( 16 ) << "Last Name" << setw( 11 )

<< "First Name" << resetiosflags( ios::left )

<< setw( 10 ) << "Balance" << endl;

clientData client;

inCredit.read( reinterpret_cast<char *>( &client ), 

sizeof( clientData ) );



while ( inCredit && !inCredit.eof() ) {

if ( client.accountNumber != 0 )

outputLine( cout, client );

inCredit.read( reinterpret_cast<char *>( &client ),

sizeof( clientData ) );

}

return 0;

}



void outputLine( ostream &output, const clientData &c )

{

output << setiosflags( ios::left ) << setw( 10 ) 

<< c.accountNumber << setw( 16 ) << c.lastName

<< setw( 11 ) << c.firstName << setw( 10 ) 

<< setprecision( 2 ) << resetiosflags( ios::left )

<< setiosflags( ios::fixed | ios::showpoint ) 

<< c.balance << '\n';

}


